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About This Game

Protect your settlement from bloodthirsty barbarians!

At your disposal will be archers and mages. You can also build obstacles.

The main feature of the game is the complete control of all towers. You can turn them in the right directions, give them
protection and weapons. You can also improve the radius of damage.
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This is the real thing for all soccer fans out there. Passes from different positions, true goals and really good ball physics. A little
bit addictive trying to always improve my highscore. I love it.. World of goo was one of my favorite games. then they had to
ruin it with the 10-year update. They switched two levels, removed a few jokes, changed some of the graphics, and removed the
ability to connect to the internet.

I liked this game before it. Now it's ruined. I know it sounds immature, but to me, it's ruined.

"To be super clear, there are no new levels, no new characters, no new battle royale deathmatch mode. This is just a gentle
remastering we did for fun."

Yeah, right. I would have been excited it they added the scrapped moon chapter. They could have also at least added the blimp..
This game reminds of the parts of Oddword where you possess a flying slig and zoom around, minus the shooting. Instead, your
robot has a small tractor beam used to pick up and manipulate objects. You do so to overcome obstacles to continue your
progression through the game.

Overall, this is a well-made, good-looking little game. It reminds me of a cinematic platformer (well, without the actual
platforming) such as the aforementioned Oddworld and the original 2D Prince of Persia games. You hit switches in the right
order and solve environmental puzzles to progress.

Very fun and it doesn't overstay it's welcome. Admittedly, the endings are somewhat understated and not as rewarding as they
could be, and replayabiity is fairly low. But it's overall a good time while it lasts.. I rarely at all write a review for a game and
here I am.
Looking at this game and remembering the time I had it and the amount of fun I have had is large. I love this game for it's great
idea and for the gameplay aspect while also keeping true to Reigns as a whole. I would say play as whom ever just understand
that in order to get new characters you're gonna need sometime and some luck/strategy in order to blindly go along with what
the game has you undergo, oh and always try your best in using your characters bonuses to your advantage. Microgons is a well
designed and easy to pick up turn based game for two players. Choose 6 meeples from a pool of 24 figurines to assemble your
team, generate a game board and you are ready to start a match.
The first one to kill the enemy king wins the game and while trying to achieve that goal you can employ a wide variety of skills
and tactics.
Each meeple comes with different movement rules, its own special skill and hit points. Despite all of that depth Microgons is
very easy to just pick up and play thanks to a stylish but minimalistic interface.

There is just nothing wrong with Microgons. It looks cool, has a lot of depth, is very well balanced, there is a lot of replayablity
and to top it all off, its just 4,99\u20ac.
I wholeheartily recommend Microgons to everyone who likes good game design and is looking for a 1 on 1 boardgame. Matches
tend to be around 10 to 20 minutes, so its a nice coffee break game as well.
And on a sidenote: I simply love the relaxing soundtrack.
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Thumbs up!. Really dug this game. The art, music, and gameplay is great. The puzzles, namely, are just difficult enough to
figure out and keep the story going. Definitely recommend if you're a fan of adventure games.. On year 3 making friends with
mushrooms and people past 2 stars..nothing new seems to be happening apart from the maze in the forest which I am totally
stumped by..have I gone to far to quickly...love this game but am getting bored doing same thing each day...x. Requested a
refund.... I thought it would be more fun than it was. I watched a clip prior to buying and thought the president's voice would
have me chuckling throughout, but it didnt.

It's also far too short, I played halfway through in 30mins.

I can see it's been well put together but for me it's just not worth the money.. Pretty good game, you can only do a limited
number of actions per turn while your opponent (the AI, this is not a multiplayer game) can move all the units it wants, the
difference is that you get powerful cards but you can only use them if your units are positioned in a certain formation
(depending on the cards).

Its pretty adictive, but pretty simplistic too, perfect game for short sessions.. AMAZING, TIME KILLER 8.5/10
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Dear Dev,
You said this game is an open-source game. Why don't you post it in Github or IndieDB? Steam is really not designed for
teaching others how to do it. But one thing I am really impressed is you didn't use any game engine (If I am correct) to create the
game. It is pretty hard in my opinion to create a game without a game engine with one person.. Crazy, weird, fun defense game..
Wife really likes this game. GOOOD!. Great party game to play locally with friends. Only missing online multiplayer but they
said its planned so its gonna get even better!. This experience is sooo good! I couldn't get through it yet. I quit after about 15-20
minutes and I'm a grown man lol. Very good transitions between scares with just enough breathing room to keep the tension
going. The only negative would be the scale is a little off, but the direction, models, animation, and atmosphere make up for it.
For two dollars it's a steal. Horrifying and I love it!! 4\/5. Quick-paced gameplay, fluid and graceful.
Beautiful comic-style cut-scenes.
Great ninja-themed sound design and soundtrack.
Multiple difficulties.
A perfect, pickup-and-play, popcorn platformer.
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